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distance in pails. It is astonishing that they don't contrive a
water-cart on wheels, easy to push. To get enough water for
a bath would take a woman several hours by the present
system.
The chaplain to this brigade told me yesterday at tea in the
garden that he was very friendly with Y.Z., the composer, and
that Y.Z. would ultimately rank with Wagner.   He was arrang-
ing for the performance of one of Y.Z.'s works with due solemnity,
when somebody told him that this composer's alleged wife was not
his real wife, who still lived.   The chaplain had to retire from
direction of arrangements, but he was not acutely disturbed.
He said to Y.Z.:  " Don't you think you could make a clean
breast of it and explain things fully to people ? "   And Y.Z.
did so to the organisers.   He explained how he could not work
when living with his real wife, whereas now, with No. 2, he had
composed So-and-So and So-and-So.   Further, No. 2's money
was necessary to his material existence.   Whereupon somebody
in the room offered to give an income to Y.Z. so that he could
quit No. 2 1   The thing had not been settled when the chaplain
last heard.   I asked if Y.Z. was a communicant.   He said, " No,
he doesn't quite know where he is.   He's trying to find himself.
I tell him to take his time."
Yesterday I finished sixth and last article on the Front,
Saturday, August z&th.
The other day, when I reminded an officer concerned with
Emergency arrangements here, that a secret word had been
given without which no order to evacuate was to be considered
genuine, he replied that he had never heard of such a word, but
would look into it. This is a good example of official negligence.
Had I not brought up the matter, the whole Emergency scheme
might have been vitiated if an invasion had suddenly taken
place.
To Harwich yesterday. I took a, map in the car. I asked
sentry at entrance to search the car. He declined. Nothing
said as to maps. No printed notice as to maps. On leaving, I
was stopped and sent back with a soldier to Headquarters.
Maps were not allowed. The AJP.M. himself had seen me
looking at the map. The attitude of the A.P.M. and another
official, who both interviewed me, was grotesque, and I have
written formally to wake them up.
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